Sohonet FileStore is a fast, reliable and secure private storage solution for project parking,
backup and archiving off-premises. FileStore is seamlessly integrated within the Sohonet Media
Network and can be accessed on-demand, utilizing the full speed of your Sohonet connection.
As with all of Sohonet’s products and services FileStore has been media optimised to
effortlessly integrate within your production or post-production workflows.
Sohonet FileStore has been built on proven OpenStack technology, located within the security
of the Sohonet Media Network. Built-in resiliency provides assurance that your data assets are
secure both in transit and at rest. By default, data transferred into FileStore is replicated three
times and continuous verification checks are performed to ensure file integrity. This allows the
system to withstand hardware failure with minimum risk of data loss. Alternatively, FileStore
DR offers two backup copies of each asset for a lower price.

ON-DEMAND ACCESS

KEEP TRACK OF YOUR DATA

FileStore is seamlessly integrated within our
Media Network and can be accessed on-demand, utilizing the full speed of your Sohonet
connection. With flexible contract length and
low minimum commitments, no problem is too
small. Plus, you can scale your storage capacity
up and down as you need.

Hosted on our own disc, in our own racks in our
own data centres, we never lose track of the
location of your data: something we know can
be critical for some projects. With integration
options such as Storage Made Easy, we make
searching your data really simple, so you can
always find what you’re looking for.

FEATURES
Flexible
Storage bundles designed to meet your project
needs and robust integration capabilities to third
party services
High performance
High speed, low latency access with guaranteed
throughput via the Sohonet Media Network.
Scaleable
Add extra storage capacity as needed, on
demand, without affecting performance.

PROJECT PARKING
Store any or all of your data
when projects are delayed or
put on hold.

Rigorous security
Meets the standards of MPAA audit and
security guidelines — with audit trail logging,
encryption, and SOC-compliant data centres.
String disaster recovery
FileStore has built-in replication, with your
choice of 2 or 3 copy redundancy.
Expert advise
FileStore is a fully managed solution with 24/7
support from M&E storage experts.

BACK-UP PROJECTS
Data and software can sync
daily, and keeps backup copies
to fall back on.

For more information head to:
https://www.sohonet.com/filestore/

ARCHIVING
Keep your client data safe but
quickly accessible to the right
people.

